HANNEY TENNIS CLUB
WIMBLEDON TICKET DRAW RULES
NB The allocation of tickets to the club by the Oxfordshire LTA is proportional to the number of
Hanney Tennis Club members registered with British Tennis and having a British Tennis
Membership number. Therefore only club members aged nine and over who are registered
with British Tennis are allowed to enter the draw for Wimbledon Tickets.
1. Each club member who is a member of British Tennis and aged nine and over may request to
have one entry chance in the draw.
2. The draw will take place as soon as possible after the allocation of tickets to the club is
received from Oxon. LTA. The allocation is for pairs of tickets, usually with each pair on
different days and courts. The ticket pairs allocated are listed on a sheet by the OTLA.
3. The draw must be made in the presence of a committee member, and witnessed by at least
other two club members. A careful written record of the draw must be made and signed by the
witnesses.
4. For each entry chance requested, a numbered token is associated with it by drawing a token
from a bag containing many numbered tokens. The number of each token is entered on a sheet of
paper against the British Tennis member who requested the chance, and the token entered into the
main draw by placing it in a second bag.
5. The main draw then takes place from the second bag. The name associated with the first token
drawn is given the opportunity to buy the first ticket-pair on the allocation sheet sent from the
Oxon. LTA. Subsequent tokens are drawn out and their associated name allocated to ticket-pairs
in the order on the OLTA sheet.
6. However, if the Club is allocated tickets for the Junior Finals Day on Court 1, these shall be
first offered to the winner of the Club Junior Trophy, followed by the runners up if not taken.
7. The winning names are recorded against the ticket-pairs in sequence, and four 'reserve' names
are also drawn in order and recorded.
8. There is no restriction on the number of winning tokens, and corresponding ticket pairs, that
British Tennis members aged nine and over in a family or partnership may receive.
9. The winning names are informed of the ticket-pair allocated to them and their price.
10. If a winning name cannot attend on the date allocated he/she can swap with another winning
name in a similar position.
11. If a winning name cannot attend on the allocated date, and cannot swap with another winning
name, he/she must forfeit the ticket-pair. This will then be offered to the first reserve.
12. Further reserves, in order, will be offered ticket-pairs not taken up by the above.
12. Ticket-pairs will only be given to winning names on payment in full of the ticket-pair price,
and on the winning name signing the LTA declaration regarding use of the ticket pair.
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